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PREFACE. 
I llould like to thank the members of my Senior Research Honors 
Committee--Professors Sue Anderson, Paul Bushnell, John Heyl, and 
Jerry Israel--for all of the invaluable assistance and criticism 
they have given me. Especially, 
Sue Anderson for taking time out from her regular duties to 
teach a mechanical incompetent with a visceral fear of complicated 
technology hO'" to run the computer. The computer ",as a big part of 
this study, and Dr. Anderson' s patient help ",as outstanding. 
Paul Bushnell for his suggestions for conceptual refinements 
. that have added much to the entire paper. 
John Heyl for his careful proofing, and most especially his 
brainstorm that led to the important interviel'IS �·li th laborers' des­
cendants. Also for the D, H, and W road show, among many other 
things over the years, which connect in an indirect, but very certain 
way to this paper. 
Jerry Israel, my mentor for these four years at Illinois Wesleyan, 
for the "Thole idea in the first place. 
T HE PURSUIT OF A D RE AH: 
MOBILITY IN T HE LABORIN G CLASS OF EARLY TWENTIETH-CENTURY BLOOHIN GTON 
American legend has it that the Un ited S tates 
has long been the " land of' opportunity" for the 
common man .  No other society has so often cele­
brated social mobility, none has made a' folk 
hero of the s e lf-made man to quite the s ame de­
gre e . , The idea of the distinctive fluidity of 
our social order has bee� a national obs ession 
for more than a century . 
The predominence of ungrounded assumption over 
hard knovlledge about past societies refl ects 
partly the traditional concerns of historians , 
who have been more interested in politics , 
great men , governmental pol icy, and ideas than 
in the �atterns made by the everyday lives of 
people .  .' 
S earching for the underlying reality in the nland of oppor­
tuni ty , II especially in the nineteenth and early twentieth"centu'ries, 
has become one of the most s ignificant and rapidly developing areas 
of American his torical research . The myth of America as a place 
where the ambitious man ,vas free to make his fortune through hard 
work and enterprise has been enduring, albeit little sub j ect to 
s crutiny . The pos s ibi,lity of social and economic advancement for 
all men is central to a s oci ety styling itself as l iberal , demo­
cratic , and c apitalisti c .  I n  the early years of the twentieth cen­
tury , this poss ibility was firmly held in the popular imagination . 
America is a nation of immigrants , dra,m by the pos s ibil ity of a 
better life . Free men laboring in a free economy, released from 
the c l ass discriminations of the Old World, m ade the uland of op­
portunity" what it was . The popular evangel is ts o f  ready wealth , 
from Horatio Alger to S amuel Smiles preached this social gospe l ;  
the l ives o f  the C arnegies and Rockefell ers bore its witnes s .  But 
aside from the gre at men , what could ordinary laborers expect as 
their r eward? I t  was never maintained that everyone could achieve 
the maximum that the society promis ed .  But i s  was als o  never con-
1 S t ephan Thernstrom , P overty and Progress ,  (N ew York: 
Atheneum , 1 9 7 5) , p. l .  
2Michael B .  Katz, T he P eople of 'Hami lton , C anada 11est , 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Pres8; .19 7 51, p . 8 . 
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sidered that any hard worker was doomed to the minimum , regard­
l ess of his efforts to advance his station . 
Working with the lot of l aborers in the mid-nineteenth cen­
tury, Stephan Thernstrom in N e'�buryport ,  Massachusetts, and Michael 
Katz in Hamilton , Ontario , Canada, have found that the popular 
promi se of social mobility in the New World was in fact fulfilled , 
but not to the degree 'l'le have traditionally believe d .  Arriving 
separately at careful , and so�etimes surprising conclusions, Thern­
strom and Katz found that for the stolid hard worker , a certain 
measure of success was possible , maybe even at times probab l e ;  and 
if the contemporary vie\� of their gains is that they were small', 
it was not a .view shared by those earnest l aborers. 
Yet ther� are problems with their f indings, at l east in re­
gard as t o  ho,� far they c an be generalize d .  Both N e'l'lburyport and 
Hamilton presented special situations . I n  the middle and late 
periods of the last century , both cities had begun to stagnate 
under the influenc e  of more successful n eighbors, Boston and To­
ronto respectiv e l y .  A city experiencing relative declin e  could 
not be expected to present the same opportunities for mobi lity 
that a thriving , growing metropoliS woul d .  Further. , neither c ity 
was .a part of that essential American experience , the frontier . 
N ewburyport "las a old Yankee fishing v i l l age and mill to\'m , Ham­
i lton a part o f  British Canada. This must serve to abstract 
both a certain degree from '�hat might be considered the more ty­
pical American situation , at least as far as the place for for­
tune-making i s  concerned . F inally , both studie s  are set in the 
nineteenth century . The promi se of mobility did not die with 
the fin de siecle, but r ather might even be seen as strengthened 
in ·what ,,,as becoming a fully industrialized nation and awakening 
world power . In the I·1iddle West , industri al heart of the nation , 
the old frontier , was the dre am of mobil ity for the laboring 
man alive and wel l  in the f irst two decades of the twentieth cen­
tury? 
. Bloomi�gton , I l linois, in the years between 1902 and 1922 
will be the subj e ct of the present study , much in the manner of 
Thernstrom and K at z .  U t i l i zing a random sample of B loomington ' s  
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unskilled day laboring class, the fortunes of almost two hundred 
men wil be compared to the myth of social mobility over the twenty­
year period. They '-lere \'lOrkers at the very bottom of the eco-
! nomic ladder, . \,li t h  
that .they occupie d  
no where to go but up. 
the lmqest level of the 
It must also be assume d  
social order too, so 
and social that their lives ,.;ould be the acid test of the economic 
system . In a word ,  Horatio Alger will again be put to the empiri­
cal exaraination . � 
Initially , the economic situation o f  Bloomington, most esp­
ecially the composition of industry, will be examined in the late 
nineteenth and early blentieth centuries, followed by accounts 
of the lives of,men who labored in Bloomington during the latter 
era .  Then various measures of social and economic mobility will 
be discussed and presented in a statistical fashion . F in ally, 
the validity o f  the findings for Bloomington will be examined both 
in comparison to the \'lork of Thernstrom and Katz, and to the lar­
ger society of the period. 
NANUFACTURI NG IN NINETEEHTH-CEiOTTURY BLOO I-1I NGTON . 
The City Counci l o f  Bloomington induced E liel 
B arber t o  bore for coal in 186 3 ,  but only black 
shale was found • • •  in 186 7 ,  the HcLean County 
Coal Company opened a shaft at the j unction of 
.the Chicago &. Al ton, the Lake Erie , and the Big 
Four r a i lroads. Hor e  mines '-lere \yorke�, one 
at·3 0 2  feet and the other at 540 feet . 
Bloomington , during the middle and late ninete enth century 
was not noted as a heav i ly industrialized community . As e arly as 
the 1870' s ,  the Daily P antagraph was reduced to complaining that 
it could not find even f ive local citizens who did not sell in­
surance. This, o f  course,. is not to say that there existed no 
industry in B loomington in which the laborer could seek employ­
ment . The Civil War had left Bloomington with a highly divers i-
.. fie d  mixture of predominately light industry . l.fuch of this in-
3H •  Clay T a t e , The Way .l.!: Has in NcLe an County 19 72-18 2 2 , 
(Bloomington, I ll: HcLean County Historical S oc iety, 19 7 2), p .19 0 .  
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dustry was intimately connected "lith supplying the needs of the 
surrounding agricultural countryside . 4 Befor e  the C ivil War , 
bus inesses had produced plOlvS and reapers to f arm the prairie 
sod , wagons to haul grain to the mills that had opene d ,  and . 
clothing and medicines t o  fight the violent I llinois winter . 5 
B loomington ,,,as chiefly the market for the f armers of HcLean 
C ounty , and the opportunities for the urban laborer were mar­
ginal, given the s tructure of the local economy . 
But grOlvth did come . By 18 70 over 17 , 0 0 0  lived in Bloom­
ington . out of this naturally grew construction and s ervice in­
dustries supplying consumer goods from s addles t o  cigars . Host 
importantly ,  "the railroad had arrived to ship McLean C ounty's 
crops to distant markets , and coal was needed t o  fire the loco­
motive boilers , not t o  mention' �he homes and bus inesses of the 
resident population . B loomington , in 18 7 0 ,  'vas for the the un­
skilled laboring man a mining tOlm . All of central I llinois 
rested upon a deep , rich lode of bituminous coal, and most cities 
in the area had operating shafts . The mine s  in B loomington were 
located in the north,vest part of the city , near the railroad 
tracks ( for easy access ) ,  and provided �lOrk for over 7 0 0  miners , 6 
making it by f ar the largest employer of unskilled labor . The 
McLean County Coal Company employed around 2 0 0  of the miners , 
many of them I rish ,  German , and Swedish immigrants for $ 3 . 50 t o  
$ 4 . 0 0  per day . 7 The miners "lere considered clannish and i'lild by 
polite Bloomington society . I n  1870 , the D aily P antagraph s ourly 
noted that the area around the mines Ivas the " F ive P oints of 
B loomington" famous for the " pure cussedness of its residents . ,, 8 
Aside from the mines , bricl;:-making and the railroad were major 
4!-1uch of the f ollOl·ling discussion about B loomington . industry 
is based on U . S .  census material. . S e e  Appendix 3 f or a complete 
.J.isting of the Bloomington industrial employment.picture at this 
time • .  . 
5 "  . T at e , p . ;t7 3 . 
6Louise A .  L ange , "The S ocial and Economic History of Bloom­
ington , Illinois , 1870-18 74" , (Master ' s  thesis , Univers ity of 
I llinois , 193 9 ) , p . 2 1 .  
7 Lange , p . 2 3 . 
S Lange , p.S. 
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s ources of employment. F ive brick-making es tablishments employ­
ed about 100 men, as did the infant railroad . The Chicago & Al ton 
railroad had opened locomotive repair shops just north of the 
min e s . Other important B loomington industries were carriage-making, 
patent medicine f ormulation , and flour-mil ling. F ew of these 
industries employed more than a dozen workmen . The B loomington 
industrial laborer could expect an average daily wage of $1 . 50 
( the miners were r elatively \-Tell-paid ) at a time vThen a pair of 
men's boots s old f or $2 . 00 to $10 . 00 ,  a shave and a haircut two 
bi ts , and a beer a nickel . 9 At the same time in N e\vburyport, 
Thernstrom f ound the price of houses ranged from $ 3 0 0  to $1, 00 0 ,  
the average being about $60 0 . 1 0  I t  \vould be doubtful .that hous ing 
vlas dramatically less expens ive in B l oomington . C learly , the 
laborer who remained a l aborer faced a grim economic reality by 
almost any s tandard of measure , even i f  his wife and children 
worked. This, of course ,  was by no means peculiar to B l oomingtori. 
A man might survive in such an eXistence, but certainly not get 
ahead. 
Through the late decades of the nineteenth century, the over­
all economic picture of B loomington remaine d  about the same . The 
coal mines remained a large employer although they had entered 
into a long and . S l ov1 decline that would terminate in. their clos ing 
in the late 1 9 20 ' s .  Brick-making retained its premier s tatus 
among sma l l  industry. Carri age-making and patent medicines began 
to be eclipsed, but f oundr ies and printing s hops moved in to take 
up the economic s lack, representing industries of more promis e .  in 
the tuentie th century. The most important change that took place 
in the character of the l ocal l abor market vlas caused by the rail­
road . Bloomington civic l e aders had l obbied l on g  and hard \'lith 
the Chicago & Alton railroad, donating l and , approving bonds , and 
finally outbidding the c i ty of Chicago as the location for a m a j or 
repair depot, manufacturing f acility, and freight yard on the 
9 Lange, pp. 2 3 ,  2 9 . 
,10Thernstrom, p . llS . 
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northwest s ide. The Chicago & Al ton gre�l to employ almost 2 , 00 0  
ski lled, s emi-ski l l e d ,  and unskilled \qorldngmen by the eve of 
World War I. Here was repres ented a large-scale employer offer­
ing to the l aborer the pos s ibility of training and advancement . 
-For lnany B loomington laborers in the early t.ientieth century ,  the 
Chicago & Alton shops were a central factor in the process of 
mobil i ty . 
Between 1880 and 1 9 0 0 , the population of Bloomington grew 
f rom 1 7 , 476 to 2 3 , 528'; Such growth is ahlays accompan ied by ex­
panding opportunities in the industries that provide goods and 
s e rvices to the ne." residents , and in 1 9 0 0 , Bloomington counted 
185 different manufacturing concerns catering to the i r  needs. 
But what did this mean in terms of advancement opportunities for 
the unskilled l ab o rer? A clear-cut answer i s  hard to determine. 
The s e  industries ",ere in the greatest part very small concerns 
and that woul d  tend to m i l i tate agains t  the availability of jobs 
opening for even '-lorkers pos sess ing special ski l l s .  Among the 
l arge-scale employers of unskil led labor--the mines , the rai l road ,  
and the brickyards--competition for j obs mus t  have been keen . 
Lou i s e  Lange found s everal instances of " hard times "  throwing 
1abor",rs out of '-lork and f reezing employment opportunities . The 
al'leSOme rate of transiency among laborers, a sub j ect _ t o  be ex­
plored in detail l ater, also gives evidence that B loomington by 
no means offered unlimited prospects. Only as a matter of infe r­
ence , i t  can be said that the economic s i tu ation facing the Bloom­
ington laborer of the nineteenth century was one of only moderate 
growth and opportunity for mobility through employment. 
MANUFACTURING !! BLOOHIUGTO H, 1 9 0 2- 1 9 2 2  • 
• • •  I ent e red the Chicago & Alton shops and 
s e rved my time as a machinist apprentice re­
ceiving 5 ¢  an hour for a ten hour day. Af­
t e r  four years of 1£i s ,  I became a ful l -
-fledged machinist . 
I n  any reckoning of the overall economic s i tuation in B loom-
IlJos eph S chneeberger, " The Chicago & A l ton S hops," in Horne 
T m'ln � the Cornbelt ,  ed. Clara Louise K e s s l er, vol .  I V ,  p . 24. 
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ington in the first two decades of the twentieth century, esp­
ecially in regard to the specific economy of the ,.,orking class, 
the shops of the Chicago & Alton railroad in the northwes t  cor­
ner of the city are of great s ignificance . S oon after the turn 
of the century, the Chicago & Alton shops began to undergo a ra­
pid expans i on ,  s o  that by 1910,  almost 2 ,  0 0 0  �lorkers ,.ere empl oy­
ed i n  ski l l ed, s emi-skil l ed, and unskill ed positions . L ocomotives 
and rolling s tock .. ,ere repaired, and finishing "lOrk done on pass­
enger coaches . ·Contemporary es timates placed the number of per­
s on s  connected \vith the railroad either as employees, families 
of employees, or other\'lise directly associated, at around 8, 0 0 0 ,  
which would repres ent about one-third of the total B loomington 
population.1 2  But the importance of the railroad shops cannot 
be measured by s i ze alone. Here was a p lace where an unSkilled 
laborer could find work that was s teady and moderately ivell-paid, 
but more importantly, offered ready chances for occupation al ad­
vancement. Machinists, electricians, carpenters, steamf i tters, 
e tc . ,  were all in demand at the Chicago & A lton and the railroad 
",as willing to train the lucky few . This was precisely the sit­
uation in which the upi-lardly mobil e  l aborer had to place himself . 
B esides the railroad, s everal other indus trie s  were avail­
able to the l aborer . Builders and contractors employed nearly 
1 , 0 0 0  laborers of varying skills. Certainly the turn of the �en­
tury.had s een a boom in the B loomington cons truction industry .  
A disastrous f ir e  of June 19,  1900, destroyed the downto .. m section 
of the city, taking the county courthouse and reducing many s quare 
blocks of businesses and homes to piles of rubble. The rebuild­
ing was completed in about t\-lO years , and B loomington I s moderate 
population growth meant only moderate opportunities in this·par­
ticular indus try. Though declining, the coal mines continued to 
provide work f or about 5 0 0  miners, and the s ame number of indiv­
iduals engaged in the cigar-rolling trade in several dozen small 
.e stablishments around to\m . Nhile not a promis ing j ob·, cigar­
making was easily l earned and usually the operations could use an-
other hand, paid on a piece-work basis . 
12Tate , pp.1 73 . 
L ike the mines, the cigar 
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trade was headed for decline in the 1920 IS, olving to the grm.,ring 
popularity of cigarettes. Rounding out the major employers of 
laborers were tlvO foundries, several printers, a tilemaker, and a 
number of flour mills.13 Again, most of these industries remained 
rather smali, and the expansion of employment opportunities was 
slow. 
Referring to the great fire of 1900, the preface to the 1902 
edition of the Bloomington Citv Directory noted that the city had 
demonstrated its underlying economic strength by the rapid recovery 
it had effected after the calamity. But it �lent on to caution 
against considering Bloomington a "boom community", rather as one 
where growth was "steady and deliberate." This was accurate, if 
perhaps optimistic appraisal of the general economic situation 
-that prevailed in Bloomington in the early twentieth century. For 
the laborer, the growth of a community meant jobs in an expanding 
market, and unfortunately such growth as Bloomington did experience 
was only moderate. Between 1900 and 1920, the total population 
of Bloomington increased from 23,528 to 28,768, having reached 
25,768 in 1910. This represented a 9.7% increase between 1900 and 
1910, below the average for comparable Illinois communities.14 
Undoubtedly, this would reflect negatively on the local job 
situation, and prompt laborers in Bloomington to emigrate to other 
locali ties Ivhere the "boom" Ivas going strongly. Further, census 
reports show a decline in the number of laborers employed in man­
ufacturing during this same period. While the census numbers do 
not reflect all laborers at work in the community (refer to Appen­
dix 3 for those types of manufacturing included), they do provide 
a consistent and accurate barometer of the contraction or expansion 
of the labor market as a whole. The number of laborers employed 
in the surveyed industries in Bloomington stood at 2,850 in 1900, 
dropped to 2,495 in 1910, and recovered to 2,818 by 1920. These 
numbers, coupled with the population growth in the same period, 
point to a relative decline in the employment opprotunities avail­
able to the laborer. It is difficult to explain why this occurred. 
The era was, of course, marked by financial panics in 1907 and 
l3Tate, pp. 174-175. 
l4See Appendix 4 for comparative data, 
U.S. Census figures gathered for Bloomington 
consideration. 
and a summary of 
in the period under 
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again in 1913; America's entry into World War I rekindled the 
national economy, but this of course slowed dO\ffi in 1919. A pos­
sible clue may be found in the trend to consolidation found in 
industry at the time. In Bloomington, the total number of manu­
facturing establishments fell from 185 to 107 to 83 in 1900, 1910, 
and 1920 respectively. This can be viewed as part of a national 
trend in industry, the rationalization of the American economy. 
In the nineteenth century and on into the early twentieth, Bloom­
ington,' like most cities, had its own butchers, bakers, and candle­
stick makers, not to mention coal mines and brickyards. But w'i th 
the march of technology and the development of economies of scale, 
the local cottage industries died out, taking their jobs with them. 
In central Illinois, Bloomington was becoming a loser, its re1a­
ti�e industrial base in decline. 
This is an admittedly incomplete picture of manufacturing 
in Bloomington in the early t\�entieth century, partly descriptive 
and partly speculative. However, it \vould seem safe to conclude 
that opportunities for advancement in Bloomington between 1902 and 
1922 were limited, especially when compared to what might be had 
in other communi ties nearby, given \-That �Te know about relative 
rates c-f grovTth. Bloomington was growing in a "slow and deliber­
ate" manner, and for the ambitous laborer, so were the chances 
for mobility. Opportunities for social and economic advancement 
were not lacking, but they were not available to all, and this 
fact was one of the chief determinants of social mobility in 
Bloomington. 
THE LIFE .£E THE LABORER lli BLOOMINGTON. 
My father worked hard all of his life, f�al 
hard. But I guess ,ve 'were al",ays poor. 
l1anufacturing must be reagrded as the sine qua!!.£!! of oc­
cupational, economic, and social mobility for the turn of the 
century laborer. The workingman needed, above all else, to find 
lSIntervie,v vTi th Brs. Adeline Barnard and Mrs. Edna Buck, 
Bloomington, Illinois, 12 November 1977. 
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a job in an industrial concern that could offer him security and 
advancement. This was true for a number of reasons. The unskilled 
workingman, having no attachment to a local industry was forced 
into day labor. Whether digging ditches or carrying hods, such 
employment vlould neither be secure nor well-paid. It also inclined 
the laborer to transiency, as he looked for steady employment, and 
as will be seen, transiency formed a major barrier to economic 
mobility. The laborer needed to break the cycle of drifting from 
job to job, day by day if he was to get ahead. Industry offered 
the only possibility. 
Why industry? For the urban laborer, almost any road to 
success was blocked from the beginning by circumstance. To farm 
required a large capital outlay and a knmdedge of agriculture. 
Central Illinois by the early twentieth century was by no means 
the frontier, and the days of cheap land were gone forever, espec­
ially in HcLean county. It must also be remembered that the years 
immediately prior to World War I .vere a time of unparalled farm 
prosperity. Agriculture was no longer open to all, nOvl that there 
lias money to be made in it. The unskilled laborer had neither cap­
ital nor special kno • .;ledge, and both "ould have been in large amounts. 
Much o± the same is true for opening one's own business. The la­
borer lacked money for rent and inventory, and lacked the skill to 
operate successfully. Entry into the professiors required an ex­
pensive and time-consuming education \.;hich the laborer could not 
afford. The typical unskilled laborer had been born poor (or why 
would he"be a laborer?), with any easy road to success closed to 
him. The old saying that it takes money to make money was amply 
demonstrated by the position of the laborer. 
Thus a job in industry .vas sought. To find a job in such a 
place as the Chicago & Alton shops, the P.H. HaGirl foundry, etc., 
"lould mean steady and reliable • .;ork paying an adequate wage. Fur­
ther, these industries offered the promise of occupational advance­
ment to skilled positions through on-the-job training. Not every 
worker could achieve all this, but the possibility was there. For 
the laborer lacking skills and money, industry offered the only 
avenue of acquiring both through hard \'lOrk. So this is where our 
attention must be directed. , 
-J..L-
The \-;est side of B loomington had always been regarded as the 
"laboring section" of tovm. Hany of tho s e  who worked in the coal 
mines or the Chicago & Alton shops lived near their \york , and con­
sequently , the north\vest s ection of the city was almost totally 
laboring class. I t  also had a significant number of immigrants .1 6  
I n  the years follovling the C ivil War , Irish immigrants had settled 
in Bloomington , living on the vTest side and working in the mines 
and the 'then f ledgl ing railroad . By the turn of the century, how­
ever , the I rish and their descendants had left the wes t  side for 
the more fashionable northeastern part of town. They had , by and 
l arge , left the shops and mines too , at least in so far as they no 
longer had the laboring j obs but had moved into management positions . 
C ontemporaries cl aimed that by the early tvTentieth century, nearly 
all of the Chicago & Alton foremen and managers were I rish .  But 
their historical presence lingered on in the west side of B looming­
ton , ''lhose residents , nOvT Germans , Hungarians , and S lVedes , were 
collectively known as the "West S ide I rish." l? 
T o  gain an even clearer understanding of the life of the la­
borer in B loomington at the turn of the century , what amounts to 
short case studies wil l  now be undertaken . The l ives of two Ger­
man immigrants who settled in B loomington will be described to 
show in human terms \.;hat the promise and process of social mobility 
meant . 
Living on the \vest side near the chicago & A lton shops , on 
Nulberry S treet , vTaS the G erman immigrant laborer Herman Hi ttelstaedt. ] 
He had left Germany at age nineteen and made his \vay t o  LaPorte , 
Indiana , "There he \-lorked on a diary f arm . H e  had not planned to 
stay in LaPort e ,  however , and soon departed for Bloomington , Where , 
lacking both ski l l s  and money , Hittelstaedt found work as a helper 
in a bakery, follo\'led by stints as a deliveryrnan and a di tchdigger . 
I n  1 9 0 5 ,  he found work in the coal mine. Mittelstaedt r emained 
1 6F oreign-born comprised about 2 0% ( 4 , 08 6  of 2 0 , 48 4 )  of B loom­
ington's population in 18 9 0 . S ee Appendix 4 .  
l?The description o f  turn-of-the-century Bloomington is based 
on a combination of material gathered in interviews with contempor­
aries and the Kess ler volum e .  Certain specific c i t ations are in­
cluded where appropriate. 
18Intervi ew with Mrs. B arnard and ].irs. Buck" Herman Hittel­
staedt's daughters. The author vlishes to express his grateful, 
appreciation for a l l  of their help . 
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with the coal mine for twe lve years, ,'lhen he quit and began work 
in the Chicago & Alton shops. Working seven days a week , he 
would, as a boilermaker helpe r ,  climb into the great boilers 
of the locomotives and scrape off the accumulated scale .  To 
supplement his pay , his tlqO daughters worked part-time after 
schoo l  as soon as they were abl e .  Though ahlays a hard and con­
scientious worker , Herman Hittelstaedt never advanced occupa­
tionally beyond h i s  unskilled position "lith the rail road. 
One cannot say , however ,  that Herman Hittelstaedt achieved 
no measure of success. I n  Thernstrom's analysis, simple 
occupational mobility ,.,as only one criterion of success. 
upward 
The 
laborer might own property , o r  simply hold a steady j ob when pre­
viously he had l�orked on a day to day basis. Any or all of this 
woul d  give evidence of mob i l i ty. The Mulberry S treet neighbor­
hood ",as composed predominately of German immigrant laborers. 
Most of these laborers, including Nittelstaedt , owned thei r  own 
homes through the good offices of Giese the grocer , himself a 
German 
tate. 
immigran t ,  
Host of the 
who loaned money for the purchase of real es-
homes were small , three 
a yar& enclosed by a 
,.,i th some chickens. 
fence , which contained 
A vegetable garden was 
or four rooms, ,dth 
a pig o r  a cow along 
usually planted in 
the back. S om e  of the streets in the area were brick , most of 
dirt which was muddy or dusty depending on the weather. The Re­
publ ican city government balked at providing the i mmigrant Demo­
crats with such things as paved roads, not to mention sewers, 
water ,  and street lights. But the immigrant laborers on the west 
side had achieved self-sufficiency with steady employment and 
homes \'lhich they O\med. 
Frederic K l awitter and his wife arrived in B loomington after 
leaving Germany in 188 4 . 1 9  He had saved a small sum of money, and 
purchased t"10 lots on the south side of town near the end of N adi­
son S treet , near his brother, who had immigrated some years before . 
t'lhile relatively uninhabited "Then Klawitter arrived , the south 
side too began to f i l l  up ,.,i th German immigrants unti l  its resi-
1 9I ntervie • ., with H i ss F rieda Klawitter, B loomington, I ll inois,  
2 5  October 1977. Hiss K l a,dtter i s  the daughte r  o f  F rederic Kla­
wi tter. llgain , the author ,,11shes to express thanks f or the kind­
ness ShOVTn him in researching thi s  study . 
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dents became knOim as the " S outh Hill Dutch . "  With what money he 
had left , F rederic IClmvitter built a three room hous e on one of his 
lots , and s ent for relatives s t i l l  l iving in Germany. vlithin a few 
years , parents , grandparents , and children totalling n ine persons 
lived in the Klavlitter hous e .  F reder i c  K l awitter l abored at var­
ious odd j obs-- j an i tor , pressroom worker , construction l aborer--
and his wife took in laundry. I n  189 9 ,  while �lOrking as a printer's 
helper , he earned 5 0¢ per week , ",hich ros e to $1.50 after two years. 
H i s  children began "lOrk as soon as they were able . The K l awitters 
also gre,\<l vegetables in the yard, and raised pigs and chickens. 
Sugar and flour �lere the only staples regularly purchased., Like 
Herman Ni ttels taedt , Frederic K l awitter owned his o,'m home , but un­
like Hittelstaedt never f ound s teady employment • .  Yet he stayed in 
B l oomington , apparently f inding something better than what he had 
l ef t .  
I n  these last blo cases , the stabi l izing influence of the im­
migrant community should not be underestimated. But its influence 
eventually waned , especially during World War I .  I n  1 9 1 0 , the B l o om­
ington Americani z ation S chool was founded to aid recent i�"igrants 
in the city in learning English and American history in preparation 
for cH_izenship. 2 0  1-1eam�h i l e ,  a German-American society had been 
formed to put on parades and dances . The Lutheran Church conducted 
services in English and G erman , and the nuns at S t. Joseph's Hos­
pital spoke German to the s i ck. When the war came , the American­
i zation S chool experienced its busiest years , as fearful immigrants 
sought to shed their European identity, the German-American society 
disbanded, and the ethnic nature of the neighborhoods declined. 
F or the native-born American the story was often different . 
W . B .  C looney , whos e  parents immigrated from I reland , was born in 
Chen o a ,  I ll inois in 1 8 7 9 .  H e  qui t  high s chool his s en ior year , and 
drifted among odd j obs until he learned that the Tol edo , P eori a ,  
and 'I'1estern railroad "las looking for telegraphy trainees . H e  learn� 
ed telegraphy , but "Tent with the railroad to P ontiac as a baggage­
m an ,  then ticket agent. I n  1 9 1 1 ,  he quit the Toledo , P eoria ,  and 
western rai lroad , and joined the Chicago & Alton as chief ticket 
2 0 " The B loomington Americanization S chool", in Kessler , vo l .  I ,  
pJ;l.2 79-280 . 
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agent in B loomington , in the process becoming part of the super­
visory elite of the railroad. 
Joseph S chneeberger , quoted previously ( p . 6 ) , ",hen he began 
vlOrk at the Chicago & Alton shops , vias born in B loomington . in 1886 • .  
H e  was able to complete high school , holding his first j ob in a 
5 ¢  and 10¢ s tore at age fourteen . He was paid $2 . 5 0  per \veek , very 
good wages for a young man s tocking shelves. He stayed there for 
I 
three years , ",hen he entered the railroad shops , rema!in;ing there for 
the rest of his life . S chneeberger was able 
become a 
to s ecure an appren­
ski l led worker , a mach-ticeship, and by age t\venty-one had 
inist. rmy did Joseph S chneeberger hvho eventually rose to foreman) 
obtain an apprenticeship that made pos s ible promotion into the elite 
of skilled laborers , vlhile Herman Hi ttelstaedt did not? By defini­
tion , a skilled trade requires training of the type an apprentice­
s hip provides; here it made the difference between advancement and 
a life of unSki l led labor . ylhether age , anti-immigrant prejudice , 
or s imply luck \"as the deciding factor cannot be discerned from 
available s ources . 
Earlier , the paramount importance of employment in a manufac­
turing industry \vas discussed as the vehicle for the l aborer' s ad­
vancemen t .  This is not to s ay , .  ho\vever , that other means to social 
and economic mobility vlere not attempte d .  As a general rul e ,  how­
ever , these ventures ."ere not often successful for reasons already 
discussed. To return for a moment to Horatio Alger , it is to be 
recal l ed that many of Alger ' s  up-from-the-slums heroes made their 
f ortunes in their o\'m bus inesses with luck , pluck , and plenty of 
hard tugging at the bootstraps. Laborers in Bloomington , too , at­
tempted t o  run their mm businesses , typically Im'1-capi tal service 
ventures ranging from purchasing a hor s e , cart , and shove l , and 
then advert i s ing as a contract excavator , to the rooming house bus i­
ness. How available credit and capital was to l aborers i s  unknown , 
although the evidence of this survey indicates that it must have 
been very diff icult to obtain. The other option for the l aborer 
was white-collar employment by someone e ls e .  Doth of these avenues 
to success usually ended in failure . 
Charles Adreon and F rank Hotchkiss were unskil led l aborers 
but by 1909 and 1 9 0 5  respectively, they had opened pool halls. 
-.LJ-
Their capital came from unknown sources , and both jumped directly 
from laboring to manageri al s tatus . By 1 9 1 1 ,  both had left Bloom­
ington, their pool halls defunct. 2 1  
Marion Baker had been a s e emingly prosperous l aborer, cons i s ­
tently having large personal property tax assessments . I n  1 9 0 5 ,  h e  
opened a rooming house ,  the Baker House Hotel ,  and soon had assess­
ments comparing favorably with the profess ional popul ation of B loom­
ington . Hovlever , some t ime after 1920 , he too l eft town and the 
B aker House Hotel folded . 
These three individuals are exampl es of the five l aborers in 
this survey who struck out in business on their own . N one achieved 
any lasting succes s ,  but none who fai l ed returned to l aboring in 
Bloomington--instead they usually left tovm . Thi s  is interesting , 
but i ts meaning i s  unclear . ' Did they l e ave' s eeking better bus iness 
opportuni ties else,qhere? Did they flee creditors? Did they hear of 
more promising manufacturing j obs out of town? One cannot answer 
these questions with certainty , given the available information . 
Turning to laborers in non-manual posit ions employed by others , 
the s tory i s  much the s am e .  F r ank S alch "lOrked for thirteen years 
as a bartender , but left B loomington in 1 9 1 7 .  John Morr issey did 
stay in town and in 1911 became' a travel ling salesman , one of almost 
4 0 0  based in B loomington . He accumulated a modest amount of prop­
erty . A black man, Will i am Thomas provides an interesting cas e .  He 
worked as a laborer around town until 1 9 0 5 ,  when he went to work 
with the s ection gangs for the Chicago ' &  Alton . By 1 9 0 7 ,  he had 
been appointed a city police patrolman , but disappeared four years 
later . 
rl'hat has been presented here has been an impress ionistic Pbr� 
trait of the laborer's B loomington in the e arly twentieth century . 
Glimpses of the factories , the neighborhoods , the immigrants and the 
laborers provide a human background against which aggregate s tatis­
tical discussions take pl ace. I t  can always be shmm that what i s  
true genera l ly may be false specifically i n  deal ing .,ith societies . 
B loomington s ixty years ago \vas a different place from what it i s  
tOday--more industry , ,more immigrants , more people o n  the down and 
2 1The follo\'ling case studies \"er e taken from c ities directories 
as a part of gathering information used in this s tudy . 
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out. And here is where much history and sociology has stopped, in 
description and impression, in generalization from individual cases. 
In an appendix to Poverty and Progress, Thernstro@ undertakes criti­
cism of what is an essentially ahistorical analysis of the past. 
tlhile finding that sketches of "fictive persons" provide some insight 
into the process of social mobility, he cautions, "one grave limita­
tion of the composite drawings (� generalizing from certain speci­
fics) is that they ,'lere constructed "Tithout regard for scientific 
canons of verif iabili ty, in a manner which allmved the biases of the 
author to operate unchecked. Even more important is the fact that 
they lV'ere presented without supporting quantitative data of any kind.'" 
To avoid this error, "lhat nm1 must be done, having described the 
stage on which the social drama is played out, is to quantify the 
process as it took place. 
THE EXTE�TT OF TRANSIENCY. 
Although the historical rhythm of geographic 
mobility remains unclear, one fact has been 
established. The internal movement from place 
to place vii thin past; societies \-Tas astonish­
ingly high, a conclusion ''lhich holds for a 
varied co�lecZ�on of places throughout a long 
span of t�me. · . 
Transiency, for the purposes of this study the movement of la­
borers out of Bloomington, was one of the major factors in the life 
of the earlier hlentieth century laborer. It effected their oppor­
tunities for finding a job promising advancement, and l'lhat achieve­
ments, it any, they attained "'hile employed. We believe that America 
today is a mobile society. This was true of America yesterday, pos­
sibly to an even greater degree. This, of course, conf licts lvi th 
the popular myth of the American past as a time when communities ",ere 
stable, and people kne,. their neighbors. Bloomington, at least its 
laboring class of the early t"",entieth century, \Vas anything but sta­
ble. Table 1 illustrates the surprising rate of transiency among 
laborers in Bloo@ington. The rapid turnover of laborers in the sam­
ple is readily apparent, especially in the early years. 
22Thernstrom, p.234. 
23 Katz, p . 1 1 9 . 
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Table 1 .  Number of Laborers DropPGd from S ampl e . 
1 9 0 2 - 4 3 � ( 79/183 ) 
1 9 0 2-1904 3 1 �  ( 3 2/ 1 0 4 )  
1904-1905 14% ( l0/7 2 )  
1 9 0 5 - 19 0 7  1 4% ( 9/6 2 )  
190 7-1909 13% ( 7/5 3 )  
1 9 0 9 -1911 1 7% ( 8/46 )  
1 9 1 1-1913 3% ( 1/3 8 )  
1 9 1 3 - 1 9 1 5  l l /� ( 4/3 7 )  
1915-1917 2 1% ( 7/3 3 ) 
1 9 1 7-1919 8 % ( 2/ 2 6 )  
1919-1920 2 1 ;b ( 5/24 ) 
Not dropped 1 0 :;';  ( 19/18 3 ) 
Total of 183 in sample . Percentages indicate 
laborers leaving from dimini shing totals in par­
entheses. With 19 of an original 183 remaining 
after 20 years , a persistence rate of slightly 
over 10% is yie lded .  
" Considering the nlliuber o f  laborers who disappeared between years 
in "'hich s amples were taken , some truly surprising numbe"rs result. 
From these figures , i t  i s  quite obvious that the laboring population 
o f  Bloomington was an ever-changing, vo1 i t i 1 e  group . The myth of 
the stable American city i s  shattered \-Then over 6 0% ( 111/18 3 )  of those 
laborers originally included in this s ample had l e f t  to,� in less 
than two years. Further , the overall popu lation o f  Bloomington in­
creased throughout the period studied. This is no absolute loss 
o f  population . Even if j ob opportunities were only moderately ex­
panding or stable during this per iod , the out"rard migration from the 
city does not necessar i ly indicate the elimination of laboring j obs . 
To c arry the speculation to an extreme , i t  i s  doubtful that if the 
number of l aboring jobs ;-lere actually declining, they ,.,ould decline 
in such a sudden and \"lholesale manner. The only possible conclus ion 
is that typically l aborers f loated in and out of B loomington , ar­
riving in to'ffi, "lOrking at odd j obs for a years or twO ," and then 
moving on. One might make an analogy t o  a univers ity,  where the total 
number of students remains relatively s table ,  doing the s ame "job , "  
whi l e  the compos ition of the s tudent popu l ation i s  always changing 
at a" rapid rate . 2 4  
Where did these laborers go? Death only accounts f o r  about 5% 
2 4To carry the uni versity analogy further, ( but to get ahead of 
myself ) ,  a point might be made about the l ength of time spent at a 
univerSity and ultimate occuaptional advancement achieved. This wi l l  
b e  s een to be true o f  laborers ( re length o f  time ) , but more stUdy 
i s  needed for s tudents .  
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of the number dropped. Thus we are left ,�i th the 95% of those la­
borer s  who left B loomington for parts unknown . To track them down 
would be an impossible task .  Only by examining the population rolls 
of every city in America could the ultimate destination of those 
laborers who left B l oomington be determined. Another pOint must now 
be considered . We knO\� that the laborer tended to be unstable in 
regard to residence in any particular city . But what of residence 
inside a ci ty< ,'Tould the l aborer be any more stable wi thin a c i ty 
during the time he spent in i t .  Table 2 suggests that even within 
B loomington , the l aboring population moved about . 
T able 1..:. Address Chanaes � Laborers from Year to Year .  
N o  Change from Previous Year Change Total(N ) 
1902 100�� 0 183 
1904 60% 40% 104 
1905 72% 28% 72 
1907 69% 3 1% 62 
1909 61% 39% 53 
1911 78% 22% 46 
1913 84% 16% 3 8  
1915 72% 28% 3 7 
1917 78% 22% 3 3  
1919 85% . 15% 26 
1920 83 % 17'; 24 
1922 100% 0 19 
Early on , l aborers tended to be quite mobile within B l oomington , 
\�hi l e  as years passed the more stable members of the laboring popu l a­
tion constituted a larger part of the sample. But it must be remem­
bered that these stable l aborers were a minority . I f  the behavior 
of the " average" l aborer could be described, i t  would entail not only 
movement in and out of the c ity, but also of transiency within B loom­
ington itself , moving from one address to another, one ne ighborhood 
to another. One impression gained from the data may help explain 
at l east partially this phenomenon . O ften the l aborer tended to 
change local addresses about as frequently and at about the same time 
as he changed j obs. These were days , ... hen cars and buses were almost 
non-existent ( it is inconceivable that the unskilled or even ski l led 
laborer of that time would o,m an aut o )  and street cars limited in 
their usefulness. Hore o ften than not., the l aborer walked to work . 
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I f  a s tudy would be made of change of employment, addresses, and 
locations of employment, I would strongly suspect that correlations 
could be drawn between location of dwell ings and places of employ­
ment. 
After twenty year s ,  only 10% ( see Table 1) of the original num­
ber of laborers remained in B loomington . As a group, the Bloomington 
laboring population was undergoing constant and large-scale emigra­
tion and replacemen t .  The effect this had on the laborer ' s  chances 
for s ocial mob i l i ty 'vas of great importance. 
TRANSIE NCY, OCCUPATIO NAL HOBILI TY , AND THE LABORER .  
The ordinary workman of Ne,yburyport, i n  short, 
coul d  v ie,; America as a land of opportunity de­
spite the f act that the class realities which 
governed their life chance2sconfined most of 
them to the ''1Orking class, 
The two f actors of trans iency and occupational mobility are 
invariably connected, each influencing the other, but in ways that 
are not abmys readily apparent and demonstrable, F urther. something 
of a c:.licken-and-egg problem exists here. The experience of l aborers 
can be quantified only for the time they remained in B loomington . 
Once the laborer' left to,-m, nothing more can readily be learned about 
him .  Thus whi l e  discuss ing occuaptional mobil ity. and transiency , 
f acts must be dra,m from a group of s table l aborers , i .  e . , those 
laborers residing in B loomington in any particular year . There i s  
no other '-lay, s ave the previously mentioned national survey . What 
the vast majority of l aborers needed to attain occupational-advance­
ment ,vas employment in a steady j ob at. a local indus trial concern. 
Only by remaining with that j ob, it stands to reason, could the la­
borer hope to achieve e i ther the training necessary for more ski lled 
posi tions, or a raise in 'rages, or both . 
Table 3 breaks dm-m the occuaptional attainments of B loomington 
l aborers by their years of residence in the city. A very close cor­
relation can be observed bet,;een stabi lity and o ccupational advance­
ment, and transiency and non-advancement . 
2S Thernstrom , p . 164. 
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T able 3 .  Cumulative Occupational Total s, 1902-1922. 
1902 
1902-1904 
1902-1905 
1902-1907 
1902-1909 
1902-1911 
1902-1913 
1902-1915 
1902-1917 
1902-1919 
1902-1920 
1902-1922 
Uns ki lled Semi-s}�illed S killed NIH s e lf NIH oth. 
100;'; 0 0 0 
90% 6% 1% 1% 
83 % 7cl ,0 3 %  4% 
77% 7% 8% 5% 
73 �'� 10% 8% 6% 
67�b 11% 11% 4% 
62�6 16% 13 % 3 % 
64% 17% 11% 3 %  
59% 19% 13 % 3 °' . '" 
62% 19% 11% 4% 
62% 21% 8% 4% 
58�s 26% 11% 0 
This table represents frequencies of occupa­
tio al s ta tus among all laborers s ampled still 
in Bloomington an any particular year� F or 
example ,  figures for· the 1902-1909 group re­
present the occupational attainments of all 
53 remaining in B loomington, for the year 
1909. NIH self refers to those s elf-employed 
in non-manual occupations , and NIH o th .  refers 
to non-manual positions in the employ of s ome­
one els e .  See Appendix 5 for types of j obs 
classified as unski l led. etc . 
0 
2% 
3 %  
3 %  
4% 
8% 
5% 
6% 
6% 
4% 
4% 
5% 
Total 
183 
104 
72 
62 
53 
46 
3 8  
3 7  
3 3  
26 
24 
19 
These figures summarize much of "hat has been s aid thus f ar about 
the laborer in regard to transiency and o ccupational mobility .  The 
extent of transiency is read'ily evident in the rapidly declining 
totals of laborers remaining in the s ample . Roughly half have left 
wi thin blO years and again a third of the remainder in the next . A 
winnm'ling process i s  at \'lor k  here, separating the trans ient from the 
s table laborers . I n  a catagorical analys is, it is s imple to see the 
relationship of the variables . 
Among unskilled laborers, there is initially a s teady dec l in e  
i n  both their abso lute and relative members, Of all laborers, thos e  
who \<lere unskilled and remained unskilled were the ·  most likely to 
leave Bloomington . Yet they also continue to compromise about 60% 
of the laboring clas s for nearly half the period in question . S hould 
this lead us to bel ieve that s ix of ten l aborers who began their 
laboring career as unski lled workers .,ould remain s o ?  Quite pos s ibly . 
The limitations that the \vorker faced become clear ; occuaptional . 
mobility \"/'as available to only a minori ty of labor,ers, regardless of 
whether they were transi ent' or not. An interesting pattern emerges 
for those laborers attaining s emi-skilled pos itions, the minimum 
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occupational advancement possible. Although they gre"T in their per­
centages as fewer l aborers remain , their abs olute nu mber remained 
almost completely s table .  The semi-s killed laborer s eemed to attain 
promotion qui c kly, and then remain occupationally and geographically 
f ixed. Often s emi- s ki l l ed j obs differed l ittle from uns killed j obs, 
aside from providing so mewhat more job s ecurity , a fact r eflected 
in the stability of the s emi-ski l led ,qorker. I t  \qas the except ional 
laborer 'l'Tho found h i mself in a skilled position . Again, they re­
present a group which reached its maximum advancement early, and 
r emained stable. I t  is to be noted that tho s e  t'\'TO laborers remaining 
as s ki lled 'l'Torkers in 1 9 2 2  attained their positions as an engineer 
and machinist in 1 9 0 7  and 1 9 0 5  respectively . A picture emerges of 
stabil ity and occupational advancement in c l ose, though not neces s ary, 
connection. A consideration of laborers by disc rete groups by years 
of residence, as Table 4 sho,vs , at least partially reinforces this. 
Table 4. Occupation 2Y Discrete Group I n  Y ears of Residence. 
Years of R es i dence 
Less than 2 yrs . 
Up t o  ? yrs. 
2-3 yrs .  
4 - 5  yrs. 
6 - 7  yrs. 
8··9 yrs . 
10-11 yrs. 
12-13 yrs. 
14-15 yrs . 
1 6 - 1 7  yrs. 
18-19 yrs . 
2 0  yrs .  
Uns ki l l ed 
1 0 0% 
9 7% 
9 0 %  
78% 
72% 
50% 
o 
5 0% 
4 2% 
5 0% 
40% 
58�� 
S emi-ski l l ed 
o 
o 
10% 
1 1% 
o 
2 5% 
o 
50% 
28% 
5 0% 
40% 
2 6% 
S ki l l ed 
o 
o 
o 
11% 
o 
1 2% 
1 0 0% 
o 
14% 
o 
o 
1 1% 
Al l  N/N 
o 
3 % 
o 
o 
287� 
1 2% 
o 
o 
14% 
o 
2 0 7� 
5 %  
'fotal(N) 
7 9  
3 2  
1 0  
9 
7 
8 
1 
4 
7 
2 
5 
1 9  
The information provided here is , o f  course, not as c lear as 
that in the cumulative totals found in Table 3, and suffers from 
some distor s ion produced by the lo,q number o f  laborers found in some 
res idence groups . I t  does , however , i lluminate certain f acts about 
the s ometi mes t enuous nature of the relationship between transiency 
and o ccupational mobility. I t  ,qould f ly in the f ac e  of all evidence, 
to deny that there exists a pos i  ti ve correlation bet'veen stabi l ity 
and occupational advancement .  yet it must be stres s ed that the re­
lationship is not inevitable, as Table ,4 s ho'·Ts. There is a rather 
random distribution of skills and non-manual posi t i ons among the 
groups , coupled ,d th a general reduction of the number of unski l led 
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as time progresses . 
borers who l ived in 
Just the same , to cite an exampl e ,  those la­
B loomington only 8-9 years did just as we l l  o r  
. better, i n  aggregate , as did the group that remained the entire 
twenty year per i o d .  This may suggest t�IO things--that s tabi lity 
and advancement had no absolute, only a general connection , and that 
advancement in the job m�rket · was not an onging process for the typ­
ical laborer, but rather something of reaching a plateau . 
Table 5 i l lustrates the process of occupational mobility with 
a s eries of year by year comparisons . The time-stratified nature 
of occupational mobility is r eadily apparent . 
Table 5 .  S er i es Comparison .2! Occu12at ional MOb i lity. 
N o  Change Upl.;ard !-lobility Dowmvard ].lobil i ty Total ( N )  
1 9 0 2  by 1904 9 0% 10% 0 104 
1904 by 1905 9 2% 8% 0 72 
1905 by 1 9 0 7  9 2% 6% 2% 6 2  
1 9 0 7  by 1909 9 8% 2°' ,b 0 5 3  
1 9 09 by 1 9 1 1  93% 7% 0 46 
1911 by 1 9 1 3  9 4% 3 % 3 %  3 8  
1 9 l3 by 1915 1 00;� 0 0 3 7  
1915 by 1 9 1 7  100% 0 0 3 3  
1 9 1 7  by 1 9 1 9  1 0 0% 0 0 26 
1919 by 1920 1 0 0% 0 0 24 
1 9 2 0  bv 1922 1 00�� 0 0 19 
What is being compared here i s  the laborer's change , either up , 
one year to the down , or none at 
next . The r igid 
clearly by s een . 
a l l ,  in occupational status from 
s tratification of the occupational hierarchy can 
There was only a s light trickle upwards in the early 
years of the survey, as those laborers able to achieve higher occu­
pational status made their advancement. S l ippage downward is for 
all practical purposes nonexistent ,  reinforcing the belief that once 
·the worker attained some s ort of promotion his status iVas quite se­
cur e .  Mostly , the laborer stayed where he iVas from year to year. I t  
is almost astounding to consider that absolut ely n o  mobi lity occurred 
in the last nine years of this study . The unskilled worker made his 
advancement quickly, or was f aced with a choice of remaining uns killed 
or l e aving t01vn . There is no �lay of kno\ving how conscious the in­
dividual l aborer ;'las of this choice, but the high r ate of trans i ency 
among B loomington l aborers gives evidence that they were not entirely 
una\vare of i t .  Taken togeth�r with Tabl e  4, Table 5 i l lus trates how 
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occupational mobility \'lOrked--a little very soon , nothing after a 
short \�hile for many. S t i ll, the picture of social mobility in B loom­
ington is not yet complete . 
TRAN S I ENCY, OCCUPATIONAL r·iOBILITY . PROPERTY, AHD THE LABORER . 
Occupation , of course , is not the sole deter- ' 
minant· of social status ; men make certain so­
cial advances26ithout changing their occupa­tions at all. 
Advancement in the hierarchy of the industrial world was by no 
means the only way for the laborer to increase his pUblic-esteem and 
improve hi� s elf-image. I t  has been noted that home ownership was 
probably not uncommon among certain groups of even the unskilled. 
Even if the laborer did not own real estat e ,  he might increase his 
other personal property holdings and thereby demonstrate some measure 
of mobility . Property mobility \'lOuld s eem to be considerably easier 
t o  attain than occupational mobility, because a j ob promotion almost 
al\1ays depended on the actions of someone else , a supervisor , \-lhile 
any laborer who s aved his money could go forth and buy things to pro­
vide comfort and convenience . One must not consider this an insig­
nificant factor in the reckoning of social mobili ty .  The immigrant , 
the drifting transient laborer , often had little mor e than the shirt 
on his back. To have posseSSions could serve to demonstrate out­
wardly that a laborer , poss ibly lacking occupational advancement , s ti l: 
could better himself through hard work and thrift. 
The property ownership measured herein consi s t s  of personal prop­
erty assessments as printed in the Daily P antagraph , personal property 
consisting of all property o\med by an individual exclusive of real 
property. The assessments made during the 1 9 0 2-19 2 2  period were by 
door-to-door inspection , and tended to be conservative . The valustion1 
may s e em small at f irst glance , but the effects of f i f ty-five years 
of inflation in the intervening years mus t  be cons idered. To. give an· 
idea of what the ass essment meant during the per i o d ,  a moderately 
successful laborer , o\ming a three-room house and furniture would 
have an assessment in the $ 1 5  to $25 range . Theodore Kemp , president 
26Thernstrom , p.115� 
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of I l l inois Wes leyan University during the period, was assessed for 
$92 of personal property, while Adlai E .  S tevenson , . Sr . , former V ice­
Pres ident 'of the United S tates, figured for $3 7 0  with his large horne 
on F r anklin P ark . The Chicago & Alton rai lroad property was valued 
at $5 3 , 524 for all machines , equipment ,  suppl ies , etc . , and repre­
s ented the largest s ingle assessment in B loomington . 
As might be expected, property accumulation had the s ame stabil­
iz ing effect on the laborer as did occupational advancemen t ,  although 
not quite as certain . And, as might be expected , the time it took 
to accumulate property was rather short for the successful laborer , as 
was true of occupational advancemen t .  T able 6 demonstrates this . 
T able 6 .  Time to F irst Assessmen t ,  � Y ears i n  Res idence . 
Y ears to F irst Total Years in Res idence 
Assessment ' 1  : .  2 . 3-5 6-9 10-15 16-20 
1 4% 22% 16% 13% 8% 3 5% 
2 0 10% 3 3% 3 3�b 8% 
3 - 5  5% 0 0 4% 
6-9 3 3% 1 7% 23% 
1 0 - 1 5  0 19% 
16-20 0 
N o  Assessment 9 6'� 78% 68% 2 0% 4 2% 12% 
Total( %) l O O�� 1 0 0)� 100% 100% 1 0 0% 1 0 0% 
Total ( N )  7 9  3 2  1 9  1 5  1 2  26 
The tremendous importance of this early aquis ition of property 
i s  very demonstrab l e .  The group that was the most stabl e , those who 
lived in B loomington 16-20 years , were in almost all cases those \'1ho 
owned property earliest • .  O f  that particular group , more than a third 
were already assessed in the f irst year of the survey , i llustrating 
that although the laborer might be unskilled,  he nonetheless coul d , 
advance in at least one economic sphere . But here again i t  may be 
s een that the interrelated factors of trans i ency, occupation , and .pro­
perty adhere to no absolute s .  Even among the most stable laborers , 
some never accumul ated property , while at the s am e  time the plains 
drifters who remained in to_ill only one year might manage to own at 
least something . Yet for the most par t ,  the laborer who _'las to be 
a property-owner became one s oon , regardless of his occupational leve l , 
The size of the valuation must next be considere d .  Obviously, 
the l arger the ass essment , the more property the l aborer owned, and 
one might suppos e ,  the better off he \Vas. Again , as Table 7 8ho\'IS , 
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there is an unmistakeable relationship bebleen transiency and prop­
erty accumul ation. The more s table laborers had higher ass essments 
than the l es s  s tabl e  in nearly a l l  cases . 
Ave. 
Table 7 .  S i ze £f Averaqe Assessment , � Years in R es idence .  
Assessment( $ ) Total Y ears in Residence 
1 2 3-5 6-9 10-15 16-20 
0 9 6% 78% 68% 2 0;s 4 2% 1 2�{' 
1-10 0 3°/ ,0 0 6�� 0 0 
1 1-15 1% 10% 26% 3 3% 8% 19'i� 
16-20 1% 6% 0 20% 4 2% 3 5% 
21-25 0 3% 0 6% 8°1 ;0 1 17� 
2 5+ 1% 0 6% 12% 0 2 3 %  
Total ( % ) 100;!' 100%100% 1 0 0% 1 00;s 1 0 0?� 
Total ( N )  7 9 . 3 2  1 9  1 5  1 2  2 6  
The average ass ess ment was obtained as a nu­
merical average of all assessments reported 
for a l aborer . 
T o  continue the examination of property O1'mership by l aborers , 
Table 8 breaks d01"lll the s ample by discrete groups by years of resi ­
dence, and gives the average assessment for each o f  tllo s e  group/? 
!� � A s s essment l!Y Discrete Group I n  Years of R es idence • 
. Years in R es idence 
L es s  than 2 yrs ; 
Up to 2 yrs . 
2 - 3  yrs . 
4-5 yrs . 
6 - 7  yrs . 
8-9 yrs . 
10-11 yrs . 
12-13 yrs . 
14-15 yrs . 
16-17 yrs . 
18-19 yrs . 
2 0  yrs . 
. Average As s es sment($) 
0 . 70 
3 . 2 0 
5 . 9 0  
4 . 8 0  
1 3 . 40* 
1 2 . 6 0 
2 2 . 8 0# 
1 2 . 70 
7 . 3 0  
1 9 . 20 . 
11. 3 0* 
2 0 . 60 
*These figures are adjusted for ske�ling by exceptional cases 
#There i s  only l aborer in thi s  residence group . 
Aver age personal property ass essment here i s  cal-
cul at ed by dividing the sum of average individual 
assessments by the total number of laborers in a 
part icul a r  res ' dence qroup. 
T ables 7 and 8 shov unmistakeably that property accumulation \qas 
a process that favored the s tabl e laborer. But it usual ly was not a 
building process . To take the first o f  these t,iQ propos itions, i t  
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can be seen from T able 7 that the percentage of laborers ovming no 
personal property ( or at least having no assessmen t )  s teadily dimin­
ished from 9 6% of those in residence only one year to 12% among those 
remaining in B loomington 16-20 years . When this data is compar ed to 
that found for occupational advancement ( Table 4 ) , a relatively dis­
cernable pattern of the stable laborer advancing both occupationally 
and in regard to property can be seen . S tabi l ity did f avor the ac­
cumul ation of property , and in all probability, property f avored s ta­
bility. t'lhen one considers that the average valuation of $ 2 0 . 6 0  for 
those �'lOrkers in residence for t"tolenty years ( Table 8 )  might represen t  
the contents of a three o r  four-room house before the days o f  trucks 
and interstate highways , the reason that property was s t abil izing 
is clear • 
. - " 'Yet laborers tended to gain property in a rather unusual manner , 
at l e ast as f ar as available evidence suggests . As was stated earlier 
the accumulation of property , ... as not a building process . T1hat i s  
meant by thi s  i s  that . one might expect the s table l aborer t o  steadily 
increase his assets over the years . This seemingly just did not hap­
pen ,  something which compl icates the picture of property ownership 
and rai s es difficulties with the Horatio A lger school of social mobi l i  
The ca-ltion mus t  be kept in mind that thi s  data i s  two abstractions 
from reality--first gathered by roving assessors , and then reported 
in the Pantagraph , but nonetheless it i s  doubtful that wholesale dis­
tortion could occur . S impl y ,  the laborer tended to gain property in 
a haphazard f ashiori , usually attaining his maximum amount in a manner 
wholly unconnected with his occupation ( or change o f )  or relative 
s tability. T able 9 demonstrates this .  
Table 9 .  Cumulative P ersonal Property Assessments ,. 1902-19 2 2 .  
M aximum Assessment to Date ( $ ) 
0 1-10 11-15 1 6 - 2 0  2 1 - 2 �  25+ Total ( N  ) . 
1 9 0 2  8 7% 201 ,0 5% 4% 2% 2% 1 8 3  
1 9 02-1904 8 3�6 2% 7% 5% 1% 1% 1 0 4  
1 9 0 2 - 1 9 0 5  · 71% 7% 1 1% 4% 3% 4% 7 2  
1 9 0 2- 1 9 0 7  7 9% 3% 10% 501 ,0 0 3% 6 2  
1 9 0 2- 1 9 0 9  5 6% 2°1 ,0 2 3% 8% 2°
' 7' 10% 5 3  
1902-1911 5 6�h 4% 801 7' 1 6% 4% 13% · 4 6  
1 9 0 2-1913 5 7% 3% l l�� 1 9% 3% 8% 3 8  
1 9 0 2 - 1 9 1 5  5 0% 0 2 5% 1 7% 3% 6% 3 7· 
1 9 0 2 - 1 9 1 7  4 7% 0 2 5% 9% 3% 3% 3 3  
1902-1919 6 5% 4% 1 5% 4% 4% 8% 2 6  
1 90 2 - 1 9 2 0  42�� 0 0 8% 25% 2 5% 2 4  
1902-1922 . 4 2% 0 0 11% 2 2% 2 6% 1 9  
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Table 9 represents frequencies of assessment amount group for 
all l aborers at a particular time . These f igures provide a more f ine­
tuned piece of evidence to show the peculi ar manner in \<lhich l aborers 
went about attaining property .  While it i s  true that at the extremes 
the very transient tended to have nothing , and the very stable tended 
to have the mos t ,  there i s  much confusion in the middle . The number -
of l aborers holding medium assessments in the $ 1 5-$ 2 5  range tended to 
f luctuate rather wildly over time , disregarding most of the previously 
established rules . This is reinforced " hen a compar ison of year-to­
year property mobility is made as in T able 1 0 . 
1 9 0 2  
1904 
1905 
1 9 0 7  
1 9 0 9  
1 9 1 1  
1 9 1 3  
1 9 1 5  
1 9 1 7  
1 9 1 9  
1 9 2 0  
Table 1 0 . S eries Comparison of Property I�obili ty. 
N o  Change Up,-lard Nobil ity Do�m'varc1 Hobility 
by 1904 75% 13% 1 6% 
by 1 9 0 5  72% 14% 14% 
by 1 9 0 7  71% 8% 2 1% 
by 1909 6 7% 3 3% 0 
by 1911 61% 2 6% 1 3% 
by 1913 58% 19% 24% 
by 1915 5 6i� 2 2% 2 2% 
by 1 9 1 7  78% 13% 9% 
by 1919 6 2% 4% 3 5?� 
by 1 9 2 0  5 0% 46% 4% 
by 1 9 2 2  74% 1 6% 1 1% 
Total ( N  
104 
72 
6 2  
5 3  
4 6  
38 
3 7  
3 3  
2 6  
2 4  
1 9  
I n  this table a IYealth of interes ting information i s  revealed . 
The point has been stressed that the l aboring class in B loomington 
''las quite 
property . 
volatile . S o ,  
O n  an average 
apparently, i t- �las in its accumu lation of 
basis , roughly a quarter o f  the laboring 
class \<las either gaining or losing property in comparison to \<lhat 
i t  had before , the rest s t aying the s ame . Here the rules of stabil ­
ity d i d  n o t  appl y .  Those laborers IYho had lived i n  B loomington t,'1en­
ty years gained, l o s t ,  and stayed put at a r ate nearly identical 
- \ 
to that group ( of IYhich they , of course , had been a par t )  only in 
to� for a year in the course of the survey . Property then , might 
s eem to operate as an independent variable in the equation of social 
mobility. 
These f igur es also tell a story about the state of the national 
economy in the years studied. A financial panic struck in 1 90 7 ,  and 
2 1% of all l aborers lost ground from the year befor e .  But by 1 90 9 ,  
the economy had recovered and 33% o f  the l aborers improved their lot . 
P anic struck again in 19 1 3 ,  and this time 24% had lesser valuations ,  
but the later recovery 11as not as strong as before , upward and down­
ward mobility breaking even . The most spectacular economic effects 
,"lere caused by vlorld War I .  The economic s lowdown following the pros­
perous war years c aused 3 5% of B loomington ' s  laborers to suffer re­
duced valuations . But I'lith the arrival of the R oaring TI�enties , al­
most a full half had effected recovery . None of these observations 
is an absolute indicator , bit they provide an interesting s idelight 
on the local effects of national economic gyration s . 
A final consideration of this relationship betlveen property ac­
cumu lation and occupational mobility may s erve to tie together much 
of I�hat has been s aid up to this poin t .  The working thesis of this 
study has been that the f actors of trans iency , occupational advance­
men t , and property accumulation a l l  f igured in , and interacted I,ith 
eachother in the process of social mobil i ty for the laborer . E arl i er , 
i t  l'las mentioned that the pattern ( or l ack thereof ) of laboring prop­
erty o\mership did not bode l'lel l  for the popular social theory of the 
day . Specifically , if the laborer could not add to his Iveal th , and 
''latch it grow at a geometric r ate , how could he hope to acquire the 
necessary capital to pul l  himself out of the working class and into 
the c l as s  of entrepenem:s . I t  is clear by nO�l that this ",as not a 
probability for mos t  laborer s . I n  f a c t ,  this survey l acks even one 
successful example of this occurring • 
. Yet we �lould still believe that i t  i s  possible .  Of greatest 
importance to this , a rel ationship should exist betIVeen upward occu­
pational mobility and the s imultaneous accumulation of property. 
Should this be true , it would prove that at least '\;h,e means existed 
f or this promise to be reality . 
The P earson Correl ation i s  a s tatistical device to measure just 
, 
such a relationship. I t  yields a numerical coefficient to show if 
there exists any rela tionship bet,"leen hlO variables , and IVhat the 
extent of that relationship '"las . A P e arson Correl ation bebleen prop­
erty and occupation , found in T able 1 1 , for the years of this survey 
gives an excellent summation of I�hat has been so f ar in regard to 
the Ijorkings of occupationa l  mobility , property accumulation , and 
indirectly , transiency. 
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T able 11 . P e arson Correlation , Prooerty � O ccupat ion , 1902-1 9 2 2 .  
Property 1 9 0 2  with O ccupation 
II 1904 . q 
p 
p 
n 
" 
n 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
1 9 0 5  II 
1 9 0 7  .. 
1 9 0 9  n 
1 9 1 1  .. 
1 9 1 3  11 
1 9 1 5  .. 
1 9 1 7  .. 
1 9 1 9  .. 
1 9 2 0  .. 
1 9 2 2  II 
1 9 0 2  11 
II 
.. 
n 
.. 
11 
.. 
II 
II 
II 
II 
.. 
1902 
1904 
1 9 0 5  
1 9 0 7  
1 9 0 9  
1 9 1 1  
1 9 1 3  
1 9 1 5  
1 9 1 7  
1919 
1920 
1 9 2 2  
1 9 2 2  
Coeff icient 
. 0 2 6 3  
. 1 3 2 3  
. 3 285 
. 3 2 2 6  
. 2428 
. 15 3 8  
. 0 5 9 9  
. 13 1 7  
. 0 9 7 2  
. 24 9 1  
. 3404 
. 2 5 3 8  
. 3 5 58 
S ignificance 
'-3 6 2  
. 0 9 0  
. 0 0 2  
. 00 5  
. 041 
. 15 6  
. 3 6 2  
. 2 22 
. 2 98 _ 
. 11 0  
. 0 5 2  
. 147 
. 0 6 7  
The only s igni f i cant correl ations ( i .  e . ,  coefficients v1hose s ig­
nificance i s  below approximately . 0 50 ) are for the years 1 90 5 , 1 9 0 7 , 
and 1 9 0 9 . The year 1 9 2 0  i s  close to a sign i f icant correl ation ,_ as 
is the comparis on of 1 9 0 2  and 1 9 2 2 . 
h�en considering the data supplied by the P earson C orrelation , 
three f actors must be remembered . F irst of all ,  o c cupational mobi lity 
that did occur �laS almo s t  exclusively in an up" ard direction . S econd­
ly,. distribution of property \-laS rather haphazard over most years and 
among .,lOs t  occupational groups . F inally , there ,las l ittle var i ation 
in skill level in the early years of the survey ; in f ac t ,  all l aborers 
were unskill ed in the first year , so any property distribution would 
appear random . One interesting relationship can be seen , that whi l e  
n o t  absolute ,  i l luminates the >-lOrking 1 i_wi ts of o ccupational and 
property mobi l ity . Table 5 demonstrates that a l l  o c cupational mo­
bility ceased after 191 3 ,  most of it occurring in the early years . 
Table 1 1  shows that property and occupation only had a S ignificant 
( up"lard) relat ionship to each other from 1 9 0 5  to 1 9 0 9 . T aken together 
i t  \-lOuld seem to indicate that the critical time for the up\-lardly 
mobile unski l led l aborer occurred from about three to f ive or s ix 
years after he entered a l abor market . By this time , the mos t tran­
s ient twr]cers had l eft , and the stable mobil e  l aborer made his move . 
The f act that the compari son of 1902 and 1 9 2 2  i s  very close to S i g­
nificance indicates that this process was a lready at "ork ( see also 
Table 6 ;  stable laborers tended to be assessed early ) for the laborer 
vlho \vould get ahead to some degree . Beyond this point , the employ­
ment s i tuation \"las rigidly stratified and property m-mership under 
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the inf luence of other , unknOlvn variables . This offers no explanation 
but only an observation . 
BLOOHINGTON r N ElvBURYPORT r AND HAlULTON r CANADA l'lEST . 
Was mid-nineteenth century Hami l ton uniqu e ,  
or was it one of a particular type o f  city , 
or "las i t represent2�ive of widespread s truc­
tures and pattern s ?  
Unless it can be sho�m that Ne\,;buryport "las , 
in some important respects , representative 
of the larger society of which i t \�as a part , 
this 2&00k v1ill be of purely antiquarian inter­e s t .  
I t  i s  useful a t  this point t o  return to the work of Thernstrom 
and Katz , \vhere thi s  study began . Both scho l ars ansvlered the ques­
tions that they had posed to themselves about the general applica­
bility of their studies in the affirmative . The study of Bloomington 
would s eem to indicate that the findings of Thernstrom and Katz are 
also applicable to a l ater period. Thus , it would seem that the 
results from Bloomington are not anomalous . 
Among the laborers of nineteenth-century Newburyport ,  it was 
quite unusual for one of 
non-manual occupation , 2 9  
t o  that o f  Bloomington . 
their number to advance into a skil l ed or 
a s i tuation very s imili ar , if not identical , 
F or the N ewburyport laborer , as for his 
counterpart in Bloomington , lack of capital , education , or special 
skills limited c areers in ski lled or non-manual 'occupations . ,Thern­
s trom f ound that in many cases the sons of laborers , because of the 
depressed economic s ituation of their f ami l i es , had to go to work 
as soon as possibl e , denying them the education and training neces s ary 
for many slcilled and/or non-manual pos itions . Furthe r ,  in most cases 
apprenticeships to skilled positions were out of the question because 
local industry s imply did not offer them , or if off ered , they pro­
vided little in the way of economic return to the f amily. Thus the 
son of a laborer often became a laborer himself , and a cycle was born . 
This may help explain 1'1hy the laborers of both K e'Vlburyport and Bloom-
2 7  Katz , p . 3 l 4 . 
28Thernstrom , p . 1 9 2 . 
2 9  , Thernstrom , pp. l03-104 . 
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" 
ington as a group failed to advance into skilled or non-manual po-
sitions . Handicapped from youth by a lack of training , these laborers 
remained relegated to low-paying unskil l ed jobs , never able to accumu­
l ate the savings that made possible advancement either for the l abor­
er or his progeny , skilled and non-manual j obs being f i l led by thos e  
who s e  economic backgrounds had made the necessary preparation pOSSi­
ble . This is not to say that the laborer in N ewburyport or Bloomingto: 
had no such chance for advancement--only that i t  was rare . 
Michael Katz declared that transiency and inequality 'ver e  the 
two great themes of the nineteenth centur y . 3 0  The former , transiency, 
, was undeniably a great theme in Hamilton , N ewburyport , and Bloomington 
if anything becoming more pronounced as transportation improved and 
the nation expanded and industrialized . ,  Both Thernstrom and Katz 
found that approximately 6 0% of the l aborers they s ampled disappeared 
over the course of a decade . 3 1  The comparable f igure for Bloomington 
is almost 80% . The massive turnover of the North American population , 
transients moving haphazardly from place, to place , seems to have been 
a universal feature of the l aboring class from the middle of the nine­
teenth ,century to the early years of the t\'Tentieth . At l east as f ar 
as laboring populations were concerned , the co�posit ion o f  cities 
was not stable at all . 
I nequality is more difficult to discuss quantitatively,. Katz 
found a paradox in Hamilton in "That he s aw as a rigidity in social 
and economic structures existing ''lith the exceptional experiences of 
individuals who accomplished a l l  s orts of up\.,ard and dmmward mobil ­
ity . Certainly one only has t o  survey the picture r ecords of Bloom­
ington in the l ate nineteenth and early twentieth centuries to con­
f irm the existence of inequali ty and social stratifi cation . But 
both the great men of Bloomington might own their own homes and have 
money in 
mobil i ty 
the bank . Indeed,  both Thernstrom and Katz found property 
much easier to 
o\mership being a major 
achieve then o ccupational advancemen t ,  home 
f actor in the l aborer ' s  s t abi lity and ad-
vancement . Thernstrom even a s s erted that property o�mership was a 
real probability for the stable l aborer . 3 2  Yet by and l arge none of 
3 0  Katz , p . 1 7 .  
3 lThernstrom, p . BS . ,  Kat z , ' p . 2 0 .  
3 ? -Thernstrom, p . 11 7 . 
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these cities s a,. s ocial mobil ity of an extensive natur e , aside from tb 
extraordinary experiences of a small number of individual s . 
S O CIAL HOBILITY IN BLOOHINGTON • 
• • • •  c ertainty is an i l l��ion , and repose is 
not the destiny of man . 
I t  i s  not simple to draw conclusions about the reality of social 
mobil ity in Bloomington during the early t'ventieth century . There 
are many f actors to figure in the \'Thole equation and some of them are 
not easily quantif iabl e .  Jus tice Holmes said that " certainty i s  an 
illusion . "  The certainty "lith which social mobility may be . theorized 
upon may be just that . 
The lot of the . laboring man in Bloomington during this time ''las 
not one of unf ailing success , advancement , or even recognition .  But 
it 'vas not who l l y  depres s ed either . I f  the question 'vere asked 
straightaway--Could social mobility be a reality for the Bloomington 
. \ laborer?--the answer woul d  be a qualified yes . Katz sta<ted " the 
United ' States i s  a country " here up''lard mobility exceeded down"lard . ,, 3 4  
Therns':.rom agr e e d ,  when he observed that " the men of Ne'IVburyport 
shared a common s ecular f ai th ,  and abiding belie f  in the American 
3 5  social system and the: progress i t  seemed to guarantee . "  
S o  America offered the dream of betterment to the laborer . At 
times the dream ",as fulfil led , but more often i t  �laS a hol low promise . 
I f  anything , i t  a l l  comprised a cycle that could run one of tlW ways . 
F or s ome , stability allm'led time to advance up the occupational ladder 
and acquire property. Better j obs and more property encouraged s ta-
t 
bility , and a beneficent cyc l e  was born . On the other hand, tran-
s i ency militated against j ob advancement and the acquisition of prop­
erty, which in turn encouraged more transiency in a search for the 
proverbial greener grass over the next hil l . But these rules did not 
always apply . The black l aborer ( see Appendix 2 )  did not advance ,  
3 3Justice O l iver Wendell Holmes , Jr . ,  from an address delivered 
at the dedication of thG n e'1 hall of the Boston University s chool of 
L al'l, 18 9 7 .  
3 4  Katz , p . 1 7 4 .  '''. 
3 5Thernstrom , p . 190 . 
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no matter hOil long he remained in Bloomington , and was relegated to 
a permanently depressed economic condition . Usually immigrant l abor­
ers did not do as lvell as nati�e-born • .  S t i l l ,  we have William Thomas , 
the black policeman ; Herman Hi ttelstaedt and F rederic Kl a1>1i tter , who 
owned their own homes . 
The rela question then , must be l'lhat the social system 
twentieth-century America meant to the l aborer of the time . 
of early 
If the 
gains seeI:l small now, we cannot; afford the condescension of one age 
for another . The laborer may have been trans ient as he pas�ed through 
Bloomington , but one can only think that he l ef t  in the belief that 
things � better elsewhere .  Haybe they were ,  given lvhat we know of 
the local economy of the time . Even if the unskilled l aborer did not 
become a skil l ed Horker or white-coll ar bus inessman , the s ecurity 
afforded by a steady job as opposed to day l abor mus t  not have been 
insignificant . Unquestionabl y ,  the accumul ation of property was pos­
sibl e ,  and even probable for the laborer . Thernstrom s aid of the 
laborers of Nevlburyport--
F ew of these men rose very f ar on the social . 
s c al e ;  most of their upl'lard shifts l ef t  them 
manual l aborers s t i l l  • • •  this vias not the lad­
der to the stars that Horatio Alger portrayed • • •  
it 1'las , hOl'lever , social advancement of a kind 
immensely meaningful to men l'lhose horizons of 3 6  expectations l'lere not those o f  an Alger hero . 
F or the laborer of early twentieth-century Bloomington , social 
mobi l ity lvas the pursuit of a dream. All were free to j oin in the 
chase , and some succeeded in getting a hold on at least part of the 
chimer a .  As thi:s study began , America was a m a j or industrial pow'er , 
and as i t  ends , America had become a world pOvler o f  the f irst rank . 
The Great Depression Has seven years o f f , the economy essentially 
unf ettered. Here is vlhere the new studies begin . F or the laborer 
i n  Bloomington , s ocial mobil i ty .. las the ideal to be sought ; the 
real might not have matched his expectations , or even our own from 
thi s  l ate vantage poin t .  Yet it exis t e d ,  s ometimes here , sometimes ' 
ther e , and ahlays just enough to keep the dream a l ive . 
3 6Thernstrom , p . 22 3 . 
SOfiE HOTES ON THE �lETHODOLOGY. 
The original s ample for this study cons isted of the names of 
1 9 9  individuals drawn at random from the 1 9 0 2  edition of the Bloom-
--.-
ington-Normal C itv Directory . They were s e lected only if they lived 
in the city of Bloomington and listed their occupation only as " l abor­
er" indicating no particular skills or association \vi th a local in­
dus tr y .  These names Nere subsequently traced through available 
directories ( the years 1904 , 1 9 0 5 , 1 9 0 7 ,  1 9 0 9 ,  1911 , 1913 , 1 91 5 ,  191 7 ,  
1 91 9 ,  1 9 2 0 , and 1 9 2 2 ) for the follo�ling twenty year period.  They 
,�ere s egregated by their years in 
l is ted he was no longer 
res idence ; once an individual \'laS 
traced .  Also , a total of 16 names no longer 
had to be eliminated from the s ample .,hen l ater others with the s ame 
name �ppeared, a possible source of confusion . 
The personal property assessments were obtained from the Daily 
P antagraph, \�hich printed them yearly . 
Information on the condition of the l aboring c l ass i n  Bloomington 
in the early years ",as obtained from intervieVIs \d th descendants of 
actual laborers surveye d .  
The classification o f  j obs reported b y  l aborers i n  l ater years 
( se e  Appendix 5 )  was based on the list r eported in' the appendices 
to Katz ' s  book . 
F or some statistical work ( notably frequenci es ,  s tudies of up­
",ard and dovm.,<trd mobility , and the P e arson Correlation ) a computer 
was utilized vlith the S tatistical Program for the Social Science s  
( SP S S ) .  I n  this procedure , a l l  information gathered o n  l aborers 
( i .  e . , name , addres s ,  j ob ,  assessment ) �1aS reduced to a numerical 
code and saved in computer f i l e .  All variables VIere numerically 
identified. 
I would heartily recommend the use of the computer to those doing 
a social history of this so·rt . I t  ,�il l  very quickly e l iminate much 
of the drudge "lOrk for those "lith f acil i ty in its use . Yet programs 
such as SPSS do have their l imitations . I t  is not ahlays possible 
to as1:: it to do exactly "That you want ; if it could be possib l e ,  i t  
might t ake just as long as hand calcul ation . But ,.hen it is necessary 
to \'lie l d  large amounts of dat a ,  survey and summari ze i t ,  and achieve ' 
f inal and complex calculation s , it is of great value . 
\ . 
APPENDIX 1 
EXTENT . .QK. OCCUPATIONAL I.IOBILITY , BY RESIDEN CE 
L aborers 
Tota1--
in Residenc e ,  1 9 0 2- 1 9 2 2  
1 9  
N on-manual--
Skil 1ed-­
S emi-skilled-­
Unskil led--
1 
2 
( 5% )  
( 11% ) 
5 ( 2 6% ) 
1 1  ( 58% ) 
L aborers in Res idence, 1 9 0 2- 1 9 2 0  
Total-- 5 
N on-manual-­
Skilled-­
S emi-skil1ed-­
Unski l led--
1 ( 20% ) 
o 
2 ( 40% ) 
2 ( 40% ) 
Laborers in Res idence , 1 9 0 2- 1 9 1 9  
Total-- 2 
N on-manual-- 0 
S k i l l ed-- 0 
S emi-skil1ed-- 1 ( 50% ) 
.. Unski l led-- I ( 50% ) 
L aborers in Res idenc e ,  1 9 0 2 - 1 9 1 7  
Total-- 4 
N on-manual-- 1 ( 14% ) 
Skil1ed-­
S emi-skilled-­
Unskilled--
;;; 
1 ( 14% ) 
2 ( 28% ) 
3 ( 42% ) 
L aborers in Res idence , ;1, 9 0 2- 1 9 1 5  
Total-- 4 
N on-manual-- 0 
Skill ed-- 0 
S emi-skilled-- 2 ( 50% ) 
Unsk i l l ed-- 2 ( 50%) 
., 
.-
" . .  
Laborers in Res idence , 1 9 0 2-1913 
Total-- 1 
N on-manual-- 0 
Skilled-- I 
S emi-skilled-- 0 
Unski l led-- 0 
Laborers in Res idence , 
Total-- 8 
N on-manual-- 1 
Skilled-- I 
S emi-skilled-- 2 
Unskil1ed-- 4 
( 100%) 
1 9 0 2-1911 
( 1 2 % )  
( 12/� ) 
( 2 5% )  
( 50% ) 
Laborers in Residence,  1 9 0 2-1909 
Total-- 7 
N on-manual-- 2 ( 28%)  
Skilled-- 0 
S emi-skilled-- 0 
Unsk i l led--··· 5 ( 72%)  
Laborers in R e s idence , 1 9 0 2-19 0 7  
Total-- 9 
N on-manual-- 0 
Skilled-­
S emi-skilled-­
Unskil led--
1 ( 11% )  
1 ( 11% ) 
7 ( 7 7% ) 
Laborers in R e s idenc e ,  1 9 0 2�19 0 5  
Total-- 1 0  
N on-manual-- 1 ( 10% ) 
Ski l led-- 0 
S emi-skilled-- 0 
Unsk i l led-- 9 ( 90% ) 
APPENDIX 1 ( con t .  ) 
Laborers in R e s idence ,  19 02-1904 
Total-- 3 1  
Non-manual-­
S k i l l ed-­
S emi-skilled-­
Unski1led--
1 ( 3% ) 
o 
o 
3 0  ( 9 7% ) 
L aborers in Res idence , 1 9 0 2  
Total-- 79 
N on-manual-- 0 
Ski l l ed-- 0 
S emi-ski1led--:- 0 
Unski l 1ed-- 7 9  ( 10 0% ) 
\ -
APPENDIX 1 ( cont . )  
APPENDIX 2 
SUNNl\RY FOR BLACK LABORERS 
O ccupational 
Total-­
N on-manua1--
Nobility, All B lack laborers ,  1 9 0 2-19 2 2  
3 0  
Ski11ed--
S emi-skil1ed--
Unski l led--
1 ( 3% )  
o 
1 ( 3% )  
2 8  ( 94% ) 
Trans iency Among B lack L aborers ,  1902-1 9 2 2  
1 9 02-1904 6 3% ( 1 9/3 0 )  
1 9 0 2 - 1 9 0 5  
1 9 0 2 -. 1 9 0 7  
1 902-1909 
1 902-1911 
1 902-1913 
1 9 0 2-1915 
1 9 0 2 - 1 9 1 7  
1 9 0 2-1919 
19 02-1920 
N o t  Dropped 
0 
2 7% 
2 5% 
40% 
0 
0 
5 0% 
0 
0 
6"1 ,. 
( 3/ 1 1 )  
( 2/8 ) 
( 2/6 ) 
( 2/4 ) 
( 2 /3 0 )  
Total o f  3 0  in s ampl e .  P ercentages indicate laborers 
l eaving from diminishing totals in parentheses . With 
2 ·  of an original 30 remaining after hlenty years , a 
persistence r ate of s lightly over 6% is yielded . 
B lack l aborers cons titute 1 6% o f  the total s ample .  This would 
be an over-representation for the B loomington popu lation at larg e ,  
but n o t  for l aborer s .  S ince the original s ample '\-las taken o n  a 
random basis , there is good reason to believe that 1 6% is correc t ,  
i f  not conservative . 
APPENDIX 3 
INDUSTRIl\L ESTAJ3LISHl1EtlTS IN !3LOONINGTON , .18 70 - 1 9 0 0
1 
18 70�­
I ndustry 
L Br ickmaking 
N o .  Employed 
2 .  Carriage and wagon making 
94 
8 5  
8 0  
79 
6 2  
3 .  P atent medicines 
4 .  F lour-mi ll ing 
5 .  Men ' s  clothing 
6 .  T in , copper and 
sheet-iron working 
7 .  S addlery and harness 
8 .  Railroad c ars 
9 .  I ron cas ting 
1 0 .  Agricultural implements 
1 1 .  Masonry 
12 . Woolens 
1 3 . S ash , doors , bl inds 
14 . D is ti l led l iquor 
1 5 .  Cigar-making 
16 . M arble and stonework 
1 7 .  G as 
18 . Husical ins truments 
19 . Boots and shoes 
2 0 .  S o ap and c andles 
2 1 .  Animal o i l  
1880�-
1 .  Br ickmaking 
2 .  Furniture making 
3 .  I ron casting 
4 .  P atent medicines 
5 .  Meat-packing 
6 .  C arriage and wagon making 
7 .  S addlery and harness 
8 .  T i n ,  copper and 
sheet-iron working 
9 .  S ash , doors , blinds 
1 0 .  Marble and stonework 
11 . Cigar-making 
1 2 . Lumber 
1 3 . Agricultural implements 
14 . P r inting and publishing 
1 5 .  B aking 
1 6 .  Malt l iquor 
1 7 .  Confectionary 
18 . Linseed oil 
19 . H en ' s  clothing 
2 0 . S o ap and c andles 
49 
46 
44 
3 6  
28 
2 7  
2 6  
19 
17 
15 
11 
7 
7 
6 
6 
4 
148 
89 
73 
41 
40 
38 
3 2  
3 2  
2 7  
2 6  
2 4  
2 3  
2 0  
2 0  
15 
15 
10 
8 
7 
4 
� of E stabl i shments 
5 
2 0  
4 
13 
7 
13 
11 
1 
4 
5 
1 
1 
2 
1 
3 
2 ·  
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 7  
8 
5 
2 
1 
8 
15 
- 10 
2 
3 
4 
6 
3 
1 
4 
1 
3 
1 
3 
1 
1From 9 th , l oth , 11 th , and 1 2th Un ited S tates C ensuses of Manu­
F acturing E s tablishmenns . do ing $ 2 5 , 0 00 business per annum . 
2p igures are for HcLean County , including Bloomington . 
3 18 90--
Indus trv 
1 .  Brickmaking 
2 .  I ron casting 
3 .  P rinting and publishing 
4 .  Men ' s  clothing 
5 .  Lumber 
6 .  C igar-making 
7 .  S addlery and harness 
8 .  C arpentry 
9 .  Carriage and wagon making 
1 0 .  F lour m i l l ing · 
1 1 .  P atent medicines 
12 . B aking 
1 3 . B lacksmithing 
1 4 .  Boots and shoes 
1 5 .  Confectionary 
3 1 900--
I .  I ron casting 
2 .  Printing and publishing 
3 .  Br ickmaking 
4 .  Lumber 
5 .  J.1en I s clothing 
6 .  C arpentry 
7 .  Cigar-making 
8 .  P lumbing 
9 .  S addlery and harness 
1 0 .  J.1il.Linery 
11 . B lacksmithing 
1 2 .  Watches and clocks 
1 3 . F lour m i l l ing 
� Emploved 
187 
181 
122 
;L16 
89 
53 
49 
46 
46 
43 
34 
3 0  
28 
14 
9 
168 
122 
103 
81 
74 
6 7 
5 7 
52 
3 6  
3 1  
25 
19 
1 7  
14 . C arriage and ''lagon making · 16 
1 5 .  Monuments 13 
1 6 .  P a inting 1 3  
1 7 .  Dyeing and cleaning 5 
18 � Boots and shoes 3 
1 9 .  Bicycle repair 3 
> • 
" "" 
3F igures are for Bloomington only. 
APPENDIX 3 ( cont . ) 
No . of 
. - -
Establishments 
4 
6 
9 
13 
4 
9 
7 
7 
7 
4 
5 
4 
13 
9 
4 
7 
7 
5 
3 
11 
11 
15 
6 
8 
5 
15 
1 3  
5 
6 
3 
6 
4 
2 
" 2  
Bloomington pop . 
Number of manu­
f acturing es ta­
blishments 
Number employed 3 in manufacturing 
APPENDIX 4 
CONP ILATION OF CENSUS DATA 
1870 
185 1 0 7  8 3  
2 , 524 2 , 8 5 0  2 , 49 5  2 , 818 
1Includes 4 , 086 foreign-born and 1 6 , 498 native-born . 
2R epresents a 9 . 7% increase from 1 9 0 0 - 1 91 0 ;  rates for other 
I l l inois cities during the s ame period--Quincy 0 . 9% ;  E lgin 1 5 . 8% ;  
Joliet 18 . 1% ;  P eoria 1 9 . 3% ; Aurora 2 3 . 4% ; Chicago 28 . 7% ;  Rock­
. ford 4 6 . 2% ;  . Decatur 5 0 . 0% ;  Springfield 5 1 . 3% ;  Danville 7 0 . 4% ;  
East S t .  Louis 9 7 . 4% 
3Totals are for industries l isted in Appendix 3 .  
APPENDIX 5 
OCCUPATION L I ST--The follOlving \�ere types of employment reported 
in the Ci tv Directory by laborers sampled in this s tudy , and \�hat 
catagory of occupational rank they represented for statis tal work . 
N on-manual--
B artender , cattle-buyer , conductor , c l erk , f lour broker , ice dealer , 
motorman , police patrolman , poolroom manager , rooming house olmer, 
salesman 
Skilled--
B o i l ermaker , bricklayer , carpenter , carriage-maker , locomotive 
engineer , mason , machinis t ,  pl asterer , plumber , pressman , printer 
S emi-skilled--
R ai lroad fireman , \�atervlOrks fireman , house painter , roofe r ,  tinner 
Unski lled--
Cartman , cemetary vl0rl<er , hay hauler ; host l er , housemover , j anitor , 
laborer , liveryman , miner , teamster , watchman , worker 
Unclassified-­
Died , retired 
'. 
APPENDIX 6 
The fol lowing i s  a map o f  the city o f  B loomington , circa 1 9 14 . 
The corporation boundaries are outlined in red. 'l'he shops of the 
Chicago & Alton rai lroad are colored yellow, the location of I ll inois 
wesleyan University in green , and the downtown area in blue . 
The green dots and l ines marked I'li th arrows indicate the location 
of the homes of the remaining 1 9  laborer s .  They shm� the direction 
of movement , if any ,  that occurred within the city. 
F inally , the homes of Herman Mittelstaedt and F rederic Klawitter 
are marked by red s tars . 
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